
Australasian Conference of 
Undergraduate Research 

 

Proposal to Host the Australasian Conference of Undergraduate Research 

 

 

Institution: 

Proposer’s Name: 

Contact Details: 

Proposed conference dates: 

Anticipated delegate fee: 

 

Proposal 

In 500- 1,000 words, please detail how your institution will meet the ACUR hosting criteria. Please include details of your 
administrative support and the facilities available for the conference, an indicative budget, an organisational timeline, 
together with an assurance from the host institution that it will underwrite the event. 

 

 

Criteria 

Australasian Conference of Undergraduate Research 

The host institution, which will be a university or other Higher Education Institute, will offer a 
conference which: 

i) is open to all undergraduate students and recent graduates (within 12 months of graduation) to 
present research conducted during undergraduate studies 

ii) adopts an inclusive approach to undergraduate research which encourages participation from all 
disciplines and all levels of study 

iii) involves an academic review process for abstracts which allows students to resubmit where 
appropriate 

iv) offers a range of conventional and unconventional opportunities for students to disseminate 
research (for example  through posters, oral presentations, workshops, performances etc.) 



v) is cost-effective to ensure that the conference fee for student delegates is affordable 

vi) has a social programme to give students the opportunity to mix and debate outside of the formal 
presentations 

viii) involves undergraduate students in the running of the conference 

ix) includes a strand for attending staff members to discuss the implementation and management of 
undergraduate research 

 

The host institution will: 

i) fully underwrite the conference and take full responsibility for the administration, financial 
management, and any risks associated with the conference 

ii) create an internal conference organising committee and take responsibility for the front-line 
management of the conference 

iii) use the ACUR logo and advertise the ACUR website in all publicity relating to the event 

vii) keep the ACUR steering group informed of developments and provide updates about progress 

viii) include at least one external steering group member in the organising committee in order to 
maintain communication and a balanced partnership 

 

The Australasian Conference of Undergraduate Research will: 

i) allow the conference to be branded as the official British Conference of Undergraduate Research 
and use its logos and website  

ii) make no claim on any profits arising from the conference itself 

iii) undertake to lobby for funding for student delegates and encourage wide representation from 
across tertiary and higher education institutions on the steering group  

iv) advertise the conference through the ACUR website and through social media 

v) advise and help the host institution team as appropriate  

 

http://www.acur.edu.au/
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